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WiFilmFest 2012: An interview with "I Have
Always Been A Dreamer" filmmaker Sabine
Gruffat
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Arts Film
WisFilmFest2012

Post by Emily Mills on 4/13/2012 2:30pm

Sabine Gruffat has lived and worked
all over the world, but still misses
Madison after a four-year stint as an
Assistant Professor in the
Communication Studies department at
the UW. She's back in town for this
year's Wisconsin Film Festival, where
she'll be debuting her new
documentary, "I Have Always Been A
Dreamer," which plays on Saturday,
April 21 at 1:15 p.m. at the Union
South Marquee theatre. The film has
been given the Golden Badger award
for Wisconsin Filmmaking.

"I Have Always Been A Dreamer"
juxtaposes the story of Detroit--a city in deep decline after a major boom in the
early 20th century--with Dubai, a sort of desert mirage/theme park now facing
its own financial troubles after a breathless boom at the beginning of the 21st
century.

Gruffat uses footage of the abandoned skyscrapers and mansions in Detroit and
plays them against scenes of seemingly endless construction in Dubai, and
includes interviews with people living and working in both cities to help illustrate
this boom-and-bust cycle, and what it means for the every day people who can't
as easily pick up stakes and move when the CEOs and factory owners decide to
take their business elsewhere.

It's an atmospheric, at times downright eerie work, a sort of glimpse at a very
possible future for many of the world's great cities - one is brought to mind of
post-Katrina New Orleans, mostly abandoned by the government to fend for itself
- and the theme park-ization of our great metropolises...instead of focusing on
making them sustainable places to actually live.

Gruffat will be on hand at the screening and for a Q&A afterward, but first
answered a few questions about the film for dane101:

dane101: First of all, you shot this on 16mm film and then transferred it
to HD video. I'm curious why you chose to shoot on actual film, which
seems to be done less and less these days? Certainly, the film quality
lends a very specific aesthetic to the movie - that sort of extra-
saturated, almost surreal quality of older newsreels and home movies.
Was that intentional?

SG: The film was shot over a period of four years and globally a lot has changed
in that time. I wanted the film to embody this sense of transience. The medium
of film is a living material in the sense that it magically responds to light through

a chemical process and it is a material that deteriorates over time. As such, the
image is an unreliable visual document disintegrating along with the film.

Shooting on film severely limits your options as a filmmaker because the camera
is heavier, the tripod is heavier, and it’s very expensive, so yes it was intentional!

Also, the film was entirely shot without sound because I shot on a non-sync
camera. The interviews were recorded separately. When you disconnect the
image from its sound, it opens up the possibility of a kind of sensory poetry that
gives the viewer the opportunity to develop their own idea of what they are
experiencing.

dane101: What got you interested in the story of Detroit's boom and
subsequent decay, and then how did you decide to contrast that with the
current boom/near-bust of Dubai? Why do you think the comparison is
important?

SG: I lived in Detroit for a year and met a lot of creative people doing amazing
projects that got very little attention because they didn’t fit the broadly accepted
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projects that got very little attention because they didn’t fit the broadly accepted
narrative that Detroit was a boomtown that went bust. Then I visited Dubai, a
city promoted for its decadent wealth, and was surprised how poor most people
who live there are. Both cities continuously surprise me because neither lives up
to its good or bad reputation. In the end, I had to dig deeper to understand how
culture affects our perspective of a place and why certain repeated narratives are
so attractive to us even when they are circumstantial.

dane101: How do you think the story of Detroit and Dubai relate to the
current U.S. economic and social climate - and how does that connect to
the rest of the world?

SG: Detroit is not unlike most cities in America, where downtowns have been
abandoned or suburbanized, and an increasing percentage of the population is
dropping below the poverty line. Dubai doesn’t have a sense of citizenship and is
not a democracy so the economy and geopolitics dictate differently how it
develops. Now that our economy is global, the boom and bust cycle affects cities
across the globe. I am interested in tracking how this affects cities and the
people who live in them.

The global economy connects us in ways even governments can’t keep up with.
It’s dizzying to contemplate. I wish I had an answer to your question, but instead
I just have these two examples.

dane101: How did you find/choose the people interviewed in the film?
Were there any difficulties shooting in either location?

SG: That’s a good question. It was a lot easier to find people in Detroit. I knew
who to ask because I had come in contact with quite a few people teaching and
living in Detroit.

In Dubai it was hard. Journalists are imprisoned all the time when they say
something the government doesn’t approve of (I am not naming any names...)
So everyone edits their own speech and that is self-censorship. I hope viewers
will be able to tell when an interviewee is misleading. After all, we all come into
contact with shady storytellers in our everyday lives.

dane101: How did you come to be living and working in Madison?

SG: I got a job as an Assistant Professor in the Communication Studies
department so I taught at UW for four years. I love Madison and I miss the
cheese, Willy Street Coop, the bike paths, and all the epicurean restaurants. I am
excited to be back for the festival.

dane101: On that note, what are you most looking forward to about the
festival?

SG: I am looking forward to the Q&A after my film. I am also excited to see
several films on my list: Chekhov for Children, Patience (After Sebald), and
American Falls.
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Emily Mills Editor, Contributor

Emily Mills is Editor and a contributing writer for dane101. She is also a
freelance writer, photographer, actor, and musician (drummer and singer in

local band Little Red Wolf). Originally from several states up
and down the Midwest Emily has called Madison home since
2000. Contact her at

emilymills@dane101.com
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